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Chapter I
Introduotlon
Educators and teachers find that the term "vocab-
ulary” and all that it implies, play a major part in the
educational program today. Anyone particularly interested
in experimenting in this vast field will find it necessary
to consider only a fragmentary part of the whole, therefore,
the writer presents the following as her specific problem.
Problem
The purpose of this study is to discover the child's
reactions to the vocabulary in children's literature, common-
ly told or read to him, and to determine the value of instruc-
tion in it.
Research in this Field
Many significant studies have been made on the
speaking vooabulary of young children, especially on the pre-
school and kindergarten level which is an important concern
of this experiment.
No doubt the most outstanding word study of this
type is the well-known International Kindergarten Union LTst.
1/ International Kindergarten Union Study Committee: A Study
of the Vooabulary of Children Before Entering the First (rraae .
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2In this study, sentences and phrases spoken by the young child
were recorded, and out of 7,000 words, 2,500 compose the
final li st • This list is suggestive to teachers and to par-
ents. In this way, they know the oral speaking vocabulary
which is necessary for the five and six-year-olds. However,
enriching the child's vocabulary beyond these most common
words is advocated and many ways in which this may be done
are suggested, among them- oontaots with literature.
i/
Seegera presents in digest form many studies made
1/
from the conversation of young ohildren. Among them Pry and
|/
Trent who recorded the speech of ohildren in school, as well
as out. 2500 different words were listed; these agreed more
4/
favorably with those in the I.K.U. list than in any other
word list.
H
The report of Leyman relates the recording of
daily conversation by three children pre-school age, each
from a family in a different locality. Here, 1916 words were
1/ Seegers, J. Conrad. Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary
School . Seventh Annual Research Bulle-
tin of the National Conference on Re-
search in English.
2/ Fry, Ruey The School Vocabulary of First grade Children .
Unpublished Master's Thesis,University of Okla-
homa, 1931.
3/ Trent, Bess M. Vocabulary of First grade Children Outside
of School: tJnpuhlished Master* s thesis.
University of Oklahoma, 1931.
4/ Op. oit.
50 Leyman, Robert E. The Pre-School Child's Vocabulary .
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Indiana
University, 1924.
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noted* A similar study by Stoneburner varied in this re-
spect, children 1 8 conversation was stimulated through the
use of piotures. The result was that 1944 words out of a
total of 3,478 were common to all.
The oral vooabulary of a five-year-old, covering
U
a period of six weeks, was reported by Uhrbrook. This child
used no fewer than 258 words in any sample of 1,000 and not
more than 331 words. Suoh a study might be valuable as a
determiner of needs if it were done with more children of
varying backgrounds.
|/
Colon, interested in word meaning rather than
usage, tested children through pictures and the explanation
method on 510 words of highest frequency in the I.K.U. List
to determine these principles:
1. Words known rather than used.
2. Words resulting from a survey of experience
rather than a sampling of it.
3. Words with a specified degree of meaning.
4. Words known to a definite percentage and number
of children.
He states that children know the meaning of about 2,000 words
when they enter school. This conclusion is based upon a
1/ Stoneburner, William E.
published Master’s Thesis,
2/ Uhrbrock, Richard S.
3/ Coleh,E.1
A Pre-3chool Child’s Vooabulary
With Special Reference To Those
Seventy-Two Months o£_4ge * ^n~
Indiana university, 19267
"Vocabulary of a Pive-Year-Old",
Educational Research Bulletin,
VBT7l47IpfIl ,15357 pp . SS-9T.
''
"How Muoh Word Knowledge Co Children Bring to
Grade I?" Elementary English Review, Vol. 13,
KayT T936, fpZI77-183.
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4summary of numerous studies.
Amount and rate of talking among nursery and kin-
dergarten children were/reeorded by Olson and Koetzle. Several
interesting oonolusions were reached. The rate of verbal
output is 186 words per minute. Boys speak less, but more
rapidly than girls. Finally, that individual differences
are very pronounced; the child who talks most has a verbal
output seven times greater than has the child who talks the
least during a given period of time.
These numerous studies concerning the conversa-
tion of children ftre by no means a wholly modem trend in
f/
education. It may be noted that Piaget made a somewhat
similar study at the Institut Rousseau, Geneva, in 1928,
where he was a professor. At this progressive school for
five and six-year-olds, the natural conversation of two chil-
dren was minutely recorded each day by two adults for a per-
iod of one month. The interpretation of these findings was
not to determine the vocabulary suitable for beginners in
reading, but this study was for the purpose of clinical and
diagnostic analysis through direct observation. This study
furnished material for a series in Child Logic.
1/ Olson, W.C. -Koetzle, V.S. Amount and Rate of talking of
Young Children”
,
Journal of Ex-
perimental Education, Voi. 5. fiecem-t
ber,'l9S67 pp.175-17^.
The Language and Thought of the Child .
Hew York: Haroourt .Brace and Company, 19 26
.
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5Other studies pertinent to the young ohild and
olosely allied with vocabulary are discussed by Burrell^
Chairman of the Fourth Annual Research Bulletin. His opinion
is that types of instruction and experiences can no doubt
give an adequate foundation for reading, if their exact value
through research oan be determined. He refers to the study
£/
made by Waters. A classification of experiences was taken
from primers and first readers. After testing the pupils
and locating their needs, a suitable background was given
to insure successful reading, thus eliminating useless kinder-
garten activities. Many studies concerning intelligence as
it pertains to reading readiness are also summarized.Burrell
feels that, "The chief defeot of the intelligence test as a
measure of reading readiness is, that it is not diagnostic."
1/
Yet he agrees that the Monroe Aptitude Tests in which lan-
guage and vocabulary are measured, are necessary until more
valid forms are constructed.
5/
Riordan relates an interesting study of 42 negro
1/ Durrell, Bonald D.
Zj Waters,Boris
3/ Burrell, Bonald B.
1/ Monroe, Marion
bj Riordan,Eleanor
Research Problems in Reading in the
Elementary School . Fourth Annual Re-
search Bulletin for The National Con-
ference on Research in English.pp.1-10.
"Pre-reading Experience"
.
Education , 54:
308-12, January, 1934.
Ibidem
"Reading Aptitude Tests for the Predic-
tion of Success and Failure in Begin-
ning Reading", Education, 56: Sept .1935,
pp.7-14.
"Pre-reading Activities", Childhood
Education ,Vol. 15, September, 1938. pp. 23-
28.
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6children with I.Q.'s ranging from 69 to 113. Each child
was given the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test in Septem-
ber. The raw scores ranged from 8 to 49 points. A program
to increase vocabulary and all forms of mental and physical
alertness was given. At the end of the school year, a re-
testing program revealed a range in raw scores of 31 to 92.
In the first test, only one child had a score above 48, and
in the final record, only two had scores below 48.
An experiment with a small group of five-year-
olds in language concepts through oral expression was oon-
1/
ducted by Lewis. Child-like interpretations through assoc-
iational experiences of words which imply speed
,
quiet
,
and
many other others; words with sensory reactions predominated.
Another successful procedure in building vocabulary meaning
as a part of the reading readiness program.
2/
Gunderson carried out a study with a group of
21 children at the University of Wyoming. Her purpose was
to locate the area of a child' s knowledge or understanding
of words that are frequently used in daily speech. She
feels that teachers in the intermediate grades have accepted
the responsibility of building a meaningful vocabulary,
while teachers in the primary grades must do more in oral
language. "Any plan for developing and extending a meaningful
1/ Lewis, Claudia wAn Experiment in Children's Language",
Childhood Education, Vol. 14,March, 1938,
ppTotwk:
2/ Gunderson,A.G. "The Young Child and Word Meanings",
Elementary English Review, Vol. 19 ,February
,
1942, pp. 51-657
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7vocabulary, especially providing children with an opportunity
to hear and read good literature. If children in the primary
grades on, could be given an interest in, and a feeling for,
words, might we not have more effective and picturesque
speech in our daily lives ? n
This study is definitely concerned with the re-
search which has been already stated; however, its main pur-
pose is to present to individual children a vocabulary of
100 words, selected from 27 childrens stories, thereby lo-
cating types of meanings and kinds of errors and finally
determining the specific outcomes of an instructional pro-
gram, using the same vocabulary.
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Chapter II
An Investigation of Children* s Concepts
in Relation to the Vocabulary in Children’s Literature
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eChapter II
Selection of Material .
The first problem was to determine whioh stories
should be^ncluded in this study. Several factors had to be
considered:
1* Most of these stories should be familiar to
the average five-year-old. (Including rhymes and fables).
2. Stories for special days would be needed.
Although most of these stories could be found
in single copies, it seemed advisable to make the selection
from recognized children's collections for two reasons:
1* Original style is usually found in well-known
collections.
2. These collections are accessible to the aver-
age teacher.
The number of stories, rhymes, and fables was
the final consideration before the list was compiled. The
study was to cover a period of four months; therefore, it
seemed wise to have no more than seven read or told to the
children each month.
The above-mentioned considerations resulted in
the compiling of the following list of twenty-seven stories,
rhymes, and fables.
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927 Selected Stories,Rhymes, and Fables
Sonroe Author Story
My Bookhouse
Published by The
Bookhouse for Children,
Chicago Mother Goose Baa,Baa,Black Sheep
Mother Goose Hush-a-bye Baby
Dillingham, A Hallowe'en Story
Elizabeth T*
Mother Goose Little Boy Blue
English Folk Goldilocks and the
Tale Three Bears
Potter,Beatrix The Tale of Peter
Rabbit
New England The Gingerbread
Folk Tale Man
Mother Goose Old King Cole
Aesop The Wind and
The Sun
Aesop The
The
German Folk
Tale
The
The
Aesop The
The
Aesop The
The
Bailey,
Carolyn
The
Who
Hare and
Tortoise
Shoemaker and
Elves
Fox and
Stork
Lion and
Mouse
Little Rabbit
Wanted Red Wings
Spanish Folk Little Half-Chick
Tale
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Source Author Story
Told Under the Green
Umbrella
Published by MacMillan
Company, New York
0 f Grady ,A.
Thro op, F.
The Sheep and the
Pig That Built
the House
O' Grady ,A*
Throop, ?•
Wee Robin's
Christmas Day
Johnson,
Clifton
The Travels of a
Pox
Hutchinson,
V.S.fsel.)
Cinderella
Day
,
J
•
Christian
The Wonderful Pot
Dasent,G.W. Boots and
Hi 8 Brothers
Told Under the Blue
tJmbrella
Published by MacMillan
Company, New York
LaRue .Mabel G. The Jack-0* -Lantern
Baruch,Dorothy A Visit to the Farm
Plack, Marjorie Angus and the Ducks
Beskov,El sa Pelle's New Suit
Anthology of Chil-
dren's Literature
Published by ftoughton,
Mifflin Company,Boston
Jacobs, Joseph
Lang,Andrew
The Three Little
Pigs
Little Red Riding
Hood
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Selection of Words
The problem of the selection of words from the
list of stories, rhymes, and fables previously described,
was based upon the International Kindergarten Union List.
The majority of words found in this list should not be in-
cluded in the final selection; therefore, each story was
shimmed with this in mind.
Consideration had to be given to the number of
words which was to compose the final list. A cumbersome
vocabulary must be avoided for young children; therefore,
a limit of one hundred words seemed advisable. With twenty-
seven stories, rhymes, and fables, a more or less fair dis-
tribution had to be made.
Short rhymes contain fewer unknown words; there-
fore, one word was selected from each.
Stories and fables contain innumerable unfamiliar
words, yet to consider fairly even distribution and to limit
the total vocabulary to 100 words, four words from each were
chosen.
The entire vocabulary list, with the story in
which it was found, is given on the following pages.
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SELECTED LIST OF 100 WORDS
Story Word Story Word
Goldilocks
and the
Three Bears
enter
huge
tasting
meddles
Angus and the
Ducks
curious
hedge
scurried
trough
The Tale of
Peter Rabbit
mischief
shed
sieve
staring
The Jaok-o T -
Lantera
clusters
spied
boosted
scattered
Wee Robin 1 s
Christmas Day
greedy
sly
spread
perched
Cinderella cinder
8
garret
recognize
disappeared
information
The Gingerbread
Man
threshers
mowers
dared
ashore
A Visit to the
Farm
enormous
arranged
wiggled
excited
The Elves and
The Shoemaker
stitoh
customer
chatting
promptly
The Sheep and
the Pig That
Built the House
neighbor
comfortable
traveling
timber
Little Half-
Chiok
snug
brood
steeples
weathercock
A Hallowe’en
Story
gathered
chuckling
scoop
chips
Little Red
Riding Hood
imitating
leaped
astonished
amused
The Little Rabbit
Who Wanted Red
Wings
edge
marsh
poked
crack
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Story Word Story Word
Boots and
His Brothers
younge st
oak
hacking
hewing
wallet
The Travels
of a Fox
mistress
ox
joined
deep
Belle's New
Suit
shears
tend
neighbor
dyed
The Wonderful
Pot
abused
bargain
obliged
threshold
rapidly
arrived
The Three
Little Pigs
sow
bundle
straw
deceive
instant
Fable Word Fable Word
Lion and
the Mouse
stretched
scampered
loose
beast
The Wind
and The Sun
prove
force
gently
The Hare and
The Tortoise
goal
decided
darted
plodded
The Fox and
The Stoik
slender
joke
shallow
snout
Nursery Rhyme Word
Baa,Baa, Black Sheep lane
Old King Cole fiddlers
Little Boy Blue haycock
Hush-a-bye Baby bough
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Construction of Test.
Before childrens responses to this word list
could be estimated, a test form had to be constructed. Rather
than present the word to the child in isolated form to find
out if the context aided meaning, each word should be kept
in its contextual setting in the story. The word to be re-
peated, but the original sentence shortened to a phrase.
A third time, the word itself would be given, thus emphasiz-
ing the specific word. The exact form used by each tester
follows. (The complete form of the test will be found in the
Appendix )
•
Application of Test .
After securing permission to perform this testing
program in two schools, the actual procedure started function-
ing.
Several student teachers offered to be testers.
Each had a child to test individually. Usually, quiet places
were available where distractions were at a minimum.
The testers spent the first few minutes securing
the child* s confidence through personalized conversation.
However, this was not prolonged because of the familiar ma-
terial used in the test. Many children felt quite at ease
talking about these stories. Each response the child gave
was recorded on a separate sheet by the tester. A similar
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form Is found on page 19,
The testing procedure covered a period of about
two weeks, ending the third week in October.
The testers observed that the most indefinite
responses pertained to actually knowing the story when the
name was given. An accurate estimate of stories known was
impossible to secure; the tester's time and the child's at-
tention had to be considered.
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27 SELECTED STORIES , RHYMES , AND FABLES
Individual Test for Meaningful Ideas, Given to 5 and6-Year
Olds. foral)
DO YOU KNOW THE STORY ABOUT -
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAN ? MEANS WHAT
1. Goldilocks had
no business to enter
the house.
-to enter the house enter
2. She saw a great,
huge bed.
- a huge bed huge
3. Who has been
tasting my porridge?
- tasting my porridge tasting
4* G.was sorry she had -meddled with their things meddled
meddled with their things.
Peter Rabbit
I* Run along, my dears, -get into misohief mischief
and don't get into mischief .
6. Peter shed big tears. -shed tears shed
7. Mr.MoG.-came up with -came with a sieve sieve
a sieve.
8* He saw a oat staring -a cat staring at staring
at some goldfish. the goldfish
Wee Robin's Christmas Day
9. Wee Robin did not like -the greedy hawk greedy
the greedy hawk.
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DO YOU KNOW THE STORY ABOUT ?
Wee Robin 1 s Christmas Day
IT SAYS - WHAT DOES IT MEAN ?
10. He saw a sly - a sly fox
old fox.
ll,He spread his wings - he spread his wings
and flew away
12. Then he perched on — he perched on
a branch. a branch
Baa, Baa, Black Sheep
13. And one for the - lives in a lane
little boy that lives
in the lane.
The Lion and the Mouse
14. The lion stretched -stretched out his
ont his huge paw. paw
15. The mouse quickly - scampered away
scampered away
16. The lion could not -couldn't get loose
get loose.
17. The mouse set the - set the beast
beast free. free
MEANS WHAT?
sly
spread
perched
lane
stretched
scampered
loose
beast
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DO YOU KNOW THE STORY ABOUT ?
The Gingerbread Man
IT SAYS
18* L.G.B. oame to a
bam where threshers
were.
19. He ran till he came
to a field of mowers .
20. He dared not jtunp
into the water.
21. The fox jumped
ashore.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
- barn where thre shers
were.
- a field of mowers
- dared not jump
- jumped ashore
MEANS WHAT ?
threshers
mowers
dared
ashore
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Name
Story Known Word
Goldilocks enter
—
huge
tasting
meddled
Peter Rahbit mischief
shed
sieve
staring
Wee Robin's greedy
Christmas Day sly
spread
perched
Baa, Baa, Black lane
Sheep
The Lion and stretched
the Mouse scampered
loose
beast
School Date
Meaning No
"Response
Individual Record of Test
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Seleotion of Children
One purpose of this study is to determine the value
of increasing the child's oral vocabulary through traditional
stories as a part of the Reading Readiness program for begin-
ners. The five-year-olds in this particular state are placed
in sub-primary classes. This means that the majority of the
sixty-five subprimary children in this study has already had a
previous year of kindergarten: however, if modern theories of
education are to be applied, these children should not be con-
sidered ready for a formalized type of teaching.
City Group- Approximately half the total number of
subprimary children included in this study attend school in the
residential seotion of a prosperous but conservative city with
a population of about 75,000* The backgrounds are considered
at least average, and the majority of these families belongs
to good Rew England stock. Most of the fathers are in busi-
ness, rather than in professions. The mothers are housewives
and do not find it necessary to aid in the financial support
of the families by working outside the home. The children's
school atmosphere is unusually attractive with teachers who
consider the needs and abilities of their pupils.
Town Group- The remaining half attend school in a
town where a state educational institution is located. This
factor helps to describe the prosperity of the town and its
desirability as a location for young parents whose children
can attend the training school. This town is looated within
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ten miles of the oity above mentioned, and the majority of
these parents oommute to their work as the town itself offers
little in a business capacity. A minority of the children's
parents teaoh in the educational institution, and about as
many parents work in the town. The mothers, in nearly every
instance, manage their own homes and are very active oivioly.
The parents of both communities are thoroughly in-
terested in the educational experiences of their children, but
their knowledge, which is typical of many others, is based on
their own school backgrounds, rather than on the newer educa-
tional trends and practices, particularly on the five-year-old
level where a Reading Readiness program is functioning*
The children as a whole evidence similar environ-
mental backgrounds, presenting little contrast between the
city and the town as communities*
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TABLE I
Chronological Age (March)
-
No. Mean S .E •
M
Diff.
M-M
S *E .
Diff
0.R*
City Group 31 5-8 .701 0-3 .93 .32
Town Group 34 5-11 .604
TABLE II
Mental Age (March)
No. Mean S.E.
M
Diff.
M-M
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
City Group ;9 5-11 2.06 0-10 2.9 1.75
Town Group 34 6—9 2.04
Table I on page 22 shows the City Group with 31 children
with a Mean of 5-8 chronological age, while the Town Group
with 34 ohildren has a C.A. Mean of 5-11. A slightly greater
difference is found in Table II between the Mental Age Mean;
City Group, 5-11; Town Group, 6-9. These data give evidence
of similar backgrounds and environment*
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Chapter III
Results of the Vocabulary Survey and its Interpretation
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Chapter III
Introduction to Analysis of Vocabulary Survey.
The word knowledge test scores in Table III show
a mean of 32.4 for the sixty**five children tested.
Many unpredictable factors influence test results
which doubtless partially accounts for the wide range of
scores. Extremely low scores show severe shyness or immatu-
rity, since the test was given early in the school year.
Table III
Word Knowledge of Test Scores
( 65 Children )
Score Humber of Pupils
71 - 75 1
66 - 70 2
61 - 65 3
56 - 60 5
51 - 55 2
46 - 50 5
41 - 45 5
36 - 40 6
31 - 35 5
26 - 30 4
21 - 25 7
16 - 20 7
11 - 15 3
6 - 10 3
0 - 5 7
Mean - 32.4 Standard Deviation 19.4
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Analysis of Percent Table *
Table IV shows the per oent of correot answers
for each word given in the test.
There were 81.6$ correct responses given to the
word tasting
,
which is the highest per cent given ont of the
complete list. This word is always associated with the
story of "Goldilocks and the Three Bears", yet huge and enter
presented in the same story, were scored correctly by only
47.6$. Meddled , the fourth word in the story, was even
lower, with 86.1$ correct answers.
Another familiar story, "Peter Rabbit", presented
the following group of words with their per cents:
mischief 61.6$ shed 66.9
$
staring 36.9$ sieve 1.5$
Hewing
,
which also had 1.5$ correct responses, was the only
other word as low on the list. This word was among those
presented in the story of "Boots and His Brothers". Oak-
16. 9$; youngest , 41.5$; wallet , 12.3$ , were known by more
children as the per cent shows, yet it is doubtful whether
the story was known to as many children as those mentioned
above.
Two stories which most children know- "little
Red Riding Hood", and "The Three Little Pigs" included these
words and the per cents:
bundle 56.9 $ straw 36.9$ leaped 30.7$
bow • 29.2 $ instant 24.5$ imitating21.5$
deceive 10.7 $ astonished 7.6$ amused 7.6$
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Analysis of Percent Table (continued)
Only four of these words are in the upper half of
the list arranged according to difficulty, (see Table IV).
The words in the Mother Goose Rhymes are well
scattered through the list, showing that mere repetition
do es not necessarily carry meaning. The words and their
per cents are presented here:
lane 10.7$ fiddlers 21.5$ bough 26.1$ haycock 63$
Out of the nineteen words used in the FABLES,
four are in the upper quarter, and four are in the lower
quarter of the arranged list. Those listed in the upper
quarter were:
stretched 56.9$ scampered 66.1$ loose 61.5$ joke 52.3$
Those in the lower quarter were:
goal 9.2$ slender 10.7$ mistress 9.2$ ox 4.6$
Mention should be made concerning the words from
the five special stories for holidays. Twenty words are in
this list, and ten of them fall between the upper and the
lower quarter of the arranged list. These ten with their
per cents are given here:
sly 15.3$ customer 35.3$ chatting 24.5$ clusters 15.3
$
spled23.0$ enormous 49.2$ excited 26.1$ ohucklingl8 . 4$
gathered 49.2 $ chipB 30.7
$
The data above have given a "right" from "wrong"
interpretation. However, the main issue-"types of responses"-
analyzed later, is far more important and presents significant
facts.
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Words Arranged According to Difficulty
Word $ Known
Pretest
Word % Known
1. tasting 81.5 21. Joke 52.3
2. spread 69.2 22. disappeared 50.7
3. tend 69.2 23. darted 49.2
4. scurried 67.6 24. scoop 49.2
5. scampered 66.1 25. enormous 49.2
6* wiggled 63.0 26. gathered 49.2
7. haycock 63.0 27. huge 47.6
8, stitch 61.5 28. enter 47.6
9. mischief 61.5 29. ashore 47.6
10. loose 61.5 30. edge 46.1
11. traveling 58.4 31. crack 46.1
12# shears 58.4 32. deep 44.6
13. scattered 56.9 33 • snug 44.6
14. boosted 56.9 34. dared 43.0
15. bundle 56.9 35. recognize 43.0
16. shed 56.9 36. steeples 41.5
17. stretched 56.9 37. youngest 41.5
18. timber 53.8 38. gently 40.0
19. perched 53.8 39. comfortable 40.0
20. poked 52.3 40 • staring 36.9
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Table IV (continued)
Words Arranged According to Difficulty
Word io Known Word % Known
41. straw 36.9 61. deoided 24.5
42. customer 35.3 62. snout 24.5
43. neighbor 32.3 63. abused 24.5
44. hacking 32.3 64. spied 23.0
46. mowers 32.3 65. beast 23.0
46. leaped 30.7 66. neighboring 23.0
47. chips 30.7 67. trough 23.0
48. joined 30.7 68. fiddlers 21.5
49 • sow 29.2 69. imitating 21.5
60. arrived 29.2 70. shallow 18.4
51. rapidly 27.6 71. chuckling 18.4
52. bough 26.1 72. oak 16.9
53. excited 26.1 73. hedge 15.3
54. force 26.1 74. clusters 15.3
55. meddled 26.1 75. sly 15.3
56. brood 26.1 76. threshers 15.3
57. information 26.1 77. arrange 13.8
58. plodded 26.1 78. prove 13.8
59 • Instant 24.5 79. bargain 13.8
60. chatting 24.5 80. dyed 13.8
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Table IV (continued)
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Words Arranged According to Difficulty
Wo rd % Known Word $ Known
81. wallet 12.3 91. astonished 7.6
82. promptly 12.3 92. cinders 7.6
83. lane 10.7 93. amused 7.6
.
00 weathercock 10.7 94. garret 4.6
85. slender 10.7 95. marsh 4.6
86. deceive 10.7 96. ox 4.6
CD -a
. mistress 9.2 97. obliged 4.6
00 00
. goal 9.2 98. threshold 4.6
OD
. greedy 9.2 99. sieve 1.5
90. curious 9.2 100. hewing 1.5
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Interpretation of Individual Responses .
Types of responses are classified under the following
headings:
(1) Accurate word meanings.
(2) Inaccurate responses.
fa) Limited number of concepts
(b) Refinement of concepts
fo) Poor auditory discrimination
fd) Auditory similarity of word endings
fl) Acourate word meaning :
Among the accurate responses, these observations
were made; presenting the words in their contextual setting
did not seem to assure meaning. Out of twenty-one words
from the familiar stories and rhymes previously related,
only ten were in the upper half of the arranged list; atten-
tion span did not appear to limit the number of oorreot re-
sponse s-out of twenty-nine words presented toward the end
of the test, more than half of them were in the first fifty
of the arranged list. This fact would show that many er-
roneous answers seemed to be a result of complete lack of
understanding, rather than of inattention. Words used by
adults, especially parents, in giving a command ( promptly-
instant)- came well toward the end of the list, perhaps
because the adult tone carries the meaning rather than the
word itself. (See Table IV for further interpretation).
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(2) Inaoourate responses due to :
(a) Limited number of concepts- ThiB factor predominate
ed t except where gross errors were made. To show the exact
responses given by individual children, a partial list is
given below, as well as the word, presented in its contex-
tual setting.
Word
Peter shed big tears
The seeds lay scattered on
the ground.
The lion could not get loose .
Response
shed door
feathers come
out
orange peel
bathroom
tooth
When the bough bends the cradle
wilTTaTl.
illustrated by
making a bow
Pelle dyed his suit until it
was blue.
He opened the door a crack .
He asked for infomat ion
about the Princess
died in the sky
funeral car
ho spital
dead-buried
split it open
crack it
telephone call
A little boy was picking up
chips
potato chips
He came to the duck's nest
by the marsh
She poked her head out of
£Ke nest
marshmallow
make holes
fire
hit
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Wo rd Re spoils e
The pig met the man with used to drink milk
a bundle of straw # blow through-hole in It
strip on ohairs
These responses show the truly assooiational knowledge
of a child* s understanding vocabulary.
(b) Refinement of oonoefts-Another need closely allied
to the assooiational type follows with a limited number of
examples.
tasting- as has been previously stated, had the
largest number of correct responses, yet in only two cases
was "trying it" rather than "eating" given.
abused-* less well known, was interpreted as
"spanked", "scolded", "made him cry".
youngest - in each case the response was
"littlest"
(o) Poor auditory discrimination- Hot only do limited
oonoepts produce visual inaccuracies, but poor auditory per-
ception can also do its share in retarding the child* s rate
of learning. The list below presents an interesting and
somewhat surprising picture.
Word Response
goal goldfish- gold- jewels
wallet wall
SlZ slide-sled-going down hill
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Word
mistress
marsh
oak
Response
mystery-
mashed potato
oatmeal
(d) Rhyming Sounds- This last list is closely
connected with the previous classification, yet the auditory
discrimination is interpreted through rhyming sounds.
Wo rd Response
scurried hurried
staring scaring- swearing
Sl£ fly
oak yolk
hewing chewing
shallow yellow
joke choke
sow cow
hedge edge
garret carrot
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Boys versus Girls.
It will be noted on the table below (Table V) that the
boys* mean on Word Knowledge in the test was 30*26
,
while the
girls had a mean of 34*91 on the same test* This result is
interpreted by quoting Strang : "Girls, on the whole, appear
to excel boys in early language development. After six years
of age, the language superiority of girls is not so evident*"
TABLE V
Boys Vs* Girls on Word Knowledge Test
No.
Words :
Correct: Mean S*E*
M
Diff.
M-M
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Boys 31 919 30.26 3.31 4*65 4.72 .985
Girls 34 1186 34.91 3.37
City Versus Town
The next table presents interesting, but not too
significant results* The mean for the City is 25*6, and the
Town exceeds that by 12*75, Difference of the mean* The de-
termining factors here can be based largely on sex differences
and mental ages rather than on environmental backgrounds* (See
Table II for M.A. )<>
TABLE VI
City Vs* Town on Word Knowledge Test
Ho. Wo rds
Correct
Mean
•
: S.E.
: M
: Diff.
: M-M
S.E.
Diff.
C.R. j
j
City 30 765 25.6 : 3.22 :12.75 4.47 2.85 i
• Town 35 1340 38.5 : 3.11
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Chapter IV
Ways in Which an Instructional Program
For Increasing Vocabulary Function
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Chapter IV
The next step was to determine how the vocabulary
could be taught# Many needs were discovered through study-
ing the responses of the pretest and the ultimate goal,which
included these specific needs, seemed to be two-fold:
(1) To broaden vocabulary understanding, also making
it functional#
(2) To develop auditory perception.
Division of Classes *
Dividing the classes into control and experimen-
tal groups seemed necessary to help estimate, at the end of
the study, the values of a directed vocabulary program of
this type.
The City Class, described in Chapter II, con-
sisted of thirty-two children in the sub-primary grade.
This class was already divided into two groups, according to
the alphabetical arrangement of names: fifteen children in
one group, and sixteen in the other.
The Town Class of thirty-three children, also
previously discussed, attending the sub-primary, were di-
vided in a less satisfactory way because of morning or after-
noon attendance. This was a temporary condition brought
about by an over-flow. Therefore, the parent and playmate
angle controlled this grouping: sixteen in one group, and
seventeen in the other.
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Teacher Instruction
36
Four teachers participated in this program, one for
each class. Each teacher had a bibliography of stories,
arranged according to months, (see page 41 ), The teachers
of the Control Groups had no further instructions. They were
to read the specific stories and continue as they naturally
would, with no thought of the experiment.
The teachers of the Experimental Groups had a more
definite program to follow. They knew in studying Table VII
that the Experimental Group was lower, -(Difference of Mean,
8.68). This presented an even greater challenge. The stor-
ies on the bibliography were not only to be read to the chil-
dren, but the specific words in each story were to be studied
and used in a variety of ways. These suggestions were given
as to the ways in which this program could function :
(1) Through dramatization.
(2) Creative drawing.
(3) Concrete experiences and observations.
(4) All forms of play.
(5) Vicariously, through pictures and discussion.
To carry out this study successfully, the teachers
would have to be "opportunists”, by making these words function
in every conceivable way. Good motivation should also be an
important consideration at all times.
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Initial Test Score Results
No. Mean w
a
•
CO Biff.
M-M
S.E.
diff.
C. R.
Control 32 38.56 3.38 8.68 4.74 1.83
Experimental 33 29.88 3.32
A summary and examples of exact procedures used
by the teachers of the Experimental Groups follows:
Procedure of Vocabulary Study .
The story was presented with the special word in
its original setting as given in the Pretest, The vocabulary
was then introduced in one of two ways:
(1) At the end of the story through discussion.
(2) Through reviewing the story at another period.
Pupil responses and teacher guidance largely con-
trolled the instructional program. The special vocabulary
was developed in the following ways: (To avoid unnecessary
details, only a few examples will be presented under each
classification.
)
(1) Dramatization-
During the first three months, dramatisation
played a large part in further interpreting these stories.
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always stressing the special vocabulary preceding the action.
This aided in stimulating feeling and power. In The Shoe-
maker and The Elves
,
the child who was the shoemaker, felt
how neoessary it was "stitching" the shoes; others were
eager to be "customers"; "chatting" played a prominent part
between the shoemaker and his wife. The elves felt the im-
portance of leaving "promptly" on the stroke of the hour.
The more familiar stories were constantly in deman<
for various forms of dramatizing in the special vocabulary
whioh added greatly to their interpretation.
(2) Creative Drawing
This, too, became effective in individual cases.
A "haycock" became very real with Little Boy Blue beneath
it. The nursery were especially well adapted to this form
of oreative interpretation, as well as The Three Bears and
other familiar stories. These drawings were constantly
evident in the early stages of the special vocabulary per-
iod.
(3) Experiences
Many needs arose where these special words could
be applied. Labels became essential, and through this par-
ticular vocabulary, the following were developed:
Do not meddle with the music box.
Close the door gently .
Enter here.
Do not bother your neighbor while he is working.
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Steeples and weathercock were best illustrated
through finding them in the community. Discussion followed
these walks in which understanding and meaning were clari-
fied.
Chips and straw became meaningful by having chil-
dren bring the materials to school. These were contrasted
with sawdust and hay, which the children likewise brought.
An act of this type was better adapted to the town situa-
tion rather than the city group*
Daily opportunities arose where some of the words
were used and applied by the teachers.
Arrange the books neatly.
Will someone gather the puzzles ?
I hardly recognized Shirley with her hair curled.
Scamper to your seats instantly .
We need fresh air; open the window a crack .
(4) Pictures .
Vicarious experience through the use of pictures was
a valuable teaching aid. These were introduced and thorough-
ly discussed to clarify specific meanings and then placed
on the bulletin board, where the children referred to them
frequently and many used the vocabulary which accompanied
the specific picture. Through teacher observations, spon-
taneous responses were very apparent.
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(5) Games
Toward the end of the study, a sizable vocabulary made
it quite necessary to handle the word list in a different
way. At this point, games became popular. A very simplified
form of Parchesi, under the direction of the teacher, was
demanded almost daily in the free period.
Games with goals were devised, and this word became
very functional among the children.
A commercial game, "Peter Rabbit", automatically de-
veloped those words.
Refinement of meanings was discussed, and lists were
made. Tasting was "eating" to the children, but when dis-
cussed, a different meaning was determined, and the follow-
ing words were evolved:
taste — trying to find out whether hot-oold-sour-
sweet- salt-good.
Although a definite procedure was followed, the pro-
gram was very flexible. Desirable responses can not be
developed through a set pattern; too many factors are in-
volved. Only a flexible plan can meet modern educational
practices.
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TABLE VIII
Chronological Age (March)
EO. Mean OB S£J • Diff.
M - M
S.E.
:
diff; C.R.
•
•
Control 32 5-9 .59 C4to
•
.89: .374
•
Experimental 33 5-11 .66
TABLE IX
Mental Age (March)
EO. Mean
S.E.
M
Diff.
M - M
S.E.
diff. C. R.
Control 31 6-5 2.5 0 -2 3.1 .053
Experimental 32 6-3 1.9
Tables VIII and IX present the chronological and men-
tal ages of the Control and Experimental Groups. The Differ-
ence of the mean for both C.A. and M.A. is 0-2, showing no
significant difference. However, it will be noticed that the
Control Group is younger, chronologically (mean 5-9) and
older mentally (mean 6-5) than the Experimental Group.
(Eoteithese ages were secured at the end of the study).
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Selection of Stories for Study .
Each teacher was given a bibliography of stories ar-
ranged according to the month in which it was to be given.
A similar copy is given below.
It was suggested that these stories be read to the
children, as this seemed necessary in following out the
idea of the pretest, presenting the exact word in its con-
textual setting as an aid to meaning.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OP SELECTED STORIES
(Arranged according to months)
Month Story Page Author Source
October Baa,Baa,Black
Sheep 61 Mother Goose
My
Bookhouse
Hush-a-bye
Baby 61 Mother Goose
My
Bookhouse
\
The Jaok-0-
Lantern
A Hallowe'en Story 368
LaRue ,Mabel
Dillingham,
Elizabeth T.
G. Told
under the
Blue Um-
brella
My
Bookhouse
November
The Three Little
Pigs
Little Boy Blue 37 Mother Goose
My
Bookhouse
The Wind and The
Sun
135 Aesop
The Tale of Peter 202 Potter,Beatrix
Rabbit
Goldilocks and the
Three Bears 264 An English
Polk Tale
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Month Story r&g«
November The Ginger-
bread Man 137
The Sheep and
Pig That Built
the House
A Visit to the
Farm
Little Red Riding
Hood
December Old King Cole 37
The Hare and
The Tortoise 315
The Pox and the
StArk 120
The Shoemaker
and the Elves 362
Wee Robin’s
Christmas Day
Travels of a Pox
Pelle's New Suit
January The Lion and
the Mouse 164
Little Half-
Chiok 320
The Little 167
Rabbit Who
Wanted Red Wings
Boots and his
Brothers
Cinderella
The Wonderful Pot
Angus and the Ducks
Author Source
A N.E.Polk Tale
A. 0* Grady
P. Throop
Baruch, Dorothy
My
Mother Goose Bookhouse
Aesop
Aesop
German Polk Tale
O' Grady ,A*
Throop, P.
Johnson .Clifton
Beskov, Ella
Aesop
A Spanish Polk Tale
Bailey .Carolyn S*
Dasent, G.W.
Hutchinson.V.S. (sel.)
Day, J. Christian
Plack, Marjorie
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Length of Instructional Period *
This instructional period did not start until the
last of October, due to the time spent in pretesting eaoh
child. It was not the purpose of this study to exclude
other types of learning by over-emphasizing this program,
therefore, the amount of time consumed averaged about fif-
teen minutes per day, four days eaoh week.
The special vocabulary progsran closed by the end of
the third week in February. At that time, a retesting pro-
gram started, to ascertain the amount and types of outcomes
derived from this form of instruction.
Retest Form
Repeating the same test did not seem advisable, there-
fore, a new one was devised by placing the same vocabulary
in new settings. This had to be carefully constructed to
avoid settings previously taught during the study, yet
"ideas” were necessary while "clues" had to be eliminated.
The retest form which is found on page 44, used by
the tester, was presented to each child; the same verbal
form in the pretest was used with one exception, "Do you
know" was eliminated because this test consisted of sen-
tences with no story connection. Each oral response was
again recorded, and will be discussed in the following
chapter. The complete retest form and record sheet are
in the Appendix.
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RETEST FORM
It says - What does It mean?
1* Puppies are playful, -to get into mischief
they often get into mischief
2. What is Mary tasting? -what is she tasting
3* Mother can not find -not find the sieve
the sieve *
4* The soouts found some-
thing huge in the woods -found something huge
6* You must not he
greedy at a party -must not be greedy
6* I can not enter that - can not enter the room
room,it(ls cold and dark*
7* The sly oat caught the
mouse* - the sly cat
8 • Baby meddled with Jane * a
book and tore the page* - meddled with her book
9* Mother spread the -she spread the cloth
cloth on the table*
10* Raney shed tears -she shed tears
because she lost her doll*
11* I saw a robin perched- perched on the fence
on the fence*
Means what ?
miBOhief
tasting
sieve
bogs
greedy
enter
sly
meddled
spread
shed
perched
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Individual Test Record
Rame Group Date
Word Response
1# mischief
2. tasting “
3. sieve
4 • huge
6* greedy
6 • enter
7. sly
8# meddled
9 • spread
10. shed
11. perched
12. scampered
13# beast
14 • dared
15* mowers
16* stretched
17. lane
18. loose
19. customer
20. goal
21. ashore
22. chatting
23. neighbor
24. promptly
25. stitch
Word Response
26. fiddlers
27. darted
28. snug
_-B=_
29. steeple
30. imitating
31. plodded
32. weathercock
33. amused
34. youngest
36. brood
36. astonished
37. leaped
38 • bough
39 • shallow
40. oak
41 • snout
42. Joke
43. tend
44. gather
45. wallet
46. slender
47. staring
48. timber
49. hewing
60. hacking
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Chapter V
Analysis of Achievement
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Chapter V
Retesting Program
The retesting program moved easily and quickly. Each
child cooperated with the adult tester, and the Experimental
Groups were so familiar with the special words that, in many
instances, it was only necessary to give the word in its con-
textual setting, and immediately a response was made.
Table I on page 48 shows in per cent the complete
testing program results.
The greatest total gain made in any one word was a per
cent of 58.5. This particular word (arranged ) included the
biggest gain made in the Experimental Group- 38.5$.
At least some gain was made in ninety of the one hun-
dred words listed, and with only two exceptions, the remain-
ing eight minus scores were in the Control Group. In twenty-
eight more words, either minus scores or no gains we-re evi-
denced by this same group.
The greatest gain made by the Control Group in any one
word was 23.0$; in each of 3 other words, they made a gain of
over 20$, while the Experimental Group did the same in 18 v
words.
Gains of less than 10$ were made in twenty-seven words
in the Experimental Group, and in forty- six words in the
Control Group.
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Out of thirty-two words in the pretest, scores which
fell between 0-7.6 for the Experimental Group a gain of better
than 10$ was made, while the Control Group had twenty-one
words in the same test which fell between the per cent scores
given above, but only in four of these words did they make
a gain of more than 10$.
The highest total score for any one word in the pretest
was 81.5$. Five words in the retest exceeded that total
score by 14.6$.
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TABLE X
Per Cent of Accurate Responses
(Arranged aooordlng to Total Sains )
Word Con EXP Pre- Con Exp "Re- Con eExp Cain
1.arranged 10*8 3.0
X 6 6
1
13.8 30.7 41.5
test
72.2 20.0 38.5 58.5
2.oak 10.7 6.2 16.9 24.6 44.6 69.2 13.9 38.5 52.4
3.weather- 4.6 6.1 10.7 27.6 29.2 56.8 23.0 23.1 46.1
cook
4 • snout 13.8 10.7 24.5 35.4 33.8 69.2 21.6 23.1 44.7
5. sieve 1.6 — 1.5 23.0 23.1 46.1 21.5 23.1 44.6
6. chatting 10.5 13!8 24.3 32.3 32.3 64.6 21.8 18.5 40.3
7 •chuckling 6.1 12.3 18.4 26.1 30.7 56.8 20.0 18.4 38.4
8* dyed 7.6 6.2 13.8 18.4 32.3 50.7 10.8 26.1 36.9
9. hewing 1.5 — 1.5 — 36.9 36.9 -1.5 36.9 35.4
10. brood 15.3 10.7 26.0 24.6 35.4 60.0 9.3 24.6 33.9
11. beast 9.2 13.8 23.0 24.6 30.7 55.3 15.4 16.9 32.3
12* darted 27.6 21.5 49.1 35.4 46.1 81.5 7.8 24.6 32.4
13. spied 12.3 10.7 23.0 21.3 33.8 55.1 9.0 23.1 32.1
14. rapidly 13.8 13.8 27.6 21.2 38.4 59.6 7.4 24.6 32.0
16. curious 3.0 6.1 9.2 15.4 26.1 41.5 12.4 20.0 32.4
16. scampered 35.3 30.7 66.0 49.2 47.7 96.9 13.9 17.0 30.9
17informationl3.8 12.3 26.1 23.0 33.8 56.8 9.2 21.5 30.7
18. shed 32.3 24.6 56.9 40.0 46.1 86.1 7.7 21.5 29.2
19 . stretched 29.3 27.6 56.9 43.0 43.0 86.0 13.7 15.4 29.1
20. snug 23.1 21.5 44.6 33.8 40.0 73.8 10.7 18.5 29.2
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TABIE X
Per Cent of Aconrate Responses
(Arranged according to flotal Gains )
Word
21.
Oon See-, Ire- Con
test
T^r-
^test
Con Exp ~SXTF
21.mistress 4.6 4.6
f
9.2 12.3 24.6 36.9 7.7 20.0 27.7
22 .customer 21.5 13.8 35.3 29.2 33.8 63.0 7.7 20.0 27.7
23.meddled 10.7 15.3 26.1 12.3 40.0 52.3 1.6 24.7 26.2
24. greedy 1.5 7.6 9.2 9.2 26.1 35.3 7.7 18.5 26.1
2 5.hacking 15.3 16.9 32.3 20.0 38.4 58.4 4.7 21.5 26.1
26. arrived 13.9 15.3 29.2 26.1 29.2 55.3 12.3 13.9 26.1
27. chips 10.7 20.0 30.7 23.0, 32.3 55.3 12.5 12.3 24.6
28. edge 24.6 21.5 46.1 32.3 38.4 70.7 7.7 16.9 24.6
29. neighbor 15.3 16.9 32.3 24.6 32.3 56.9 9.3 15.4 24.6
30. staring 21.5 15.3 36.9 23.0 38.4 61.4 1.5 23.1 84.5
31. goal 4.6 4.6 9.2 6.1 26.1 32.2 1.5 21.5 23.0
32. amused 3.0 3.0 6.0 7.6 23.0 30.6 4.6 20.0 24.6
33. mowers 21.5 10.7 32.3 24.6 30.7 55.3 3.0 20.0 23.0
34. instant 12.3 12.2 24.5 21.3 26.1 47.4 9.1 13.8 22.9
35. force 12.3 13.8 26.1 21.3 27.6 48.9 9.0 13.8 22.8
36. decided 12.3 12.2 24.5 16.9 29.2 46.1 4.7 16.9 21.6
37disappeared27 •
7
23.0 50.7 32.3 40.0 72.3 4.6 17.0 21.6
38. loose 35.3 26.2 61.5 35.4 47.7 83.1 0.1 21.5 21.6
39. traveling 30.8 27.6 58.4 38.4 41 .ft 79.9 8.4 13.9 21.3
40. joke 27.7 24.6 52.3 40.0 33.8 73.8 12.9 9.2 22.1
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Con. Exp , testWo rd
41. plodded
42. abused
43. clusters
44. gently
45.
astonished
6
wiggled
47.
excited
48.
fiddlers
49. huge
50. bough
51. ox
52 • tend
53. scoop
54. enter
55. marsh
66. ashore
57. wallet
58. promptly
59. perched
60.
recognized
Pre-
Con.. Exp. test
13.8 12.3 26.1
12.3 12.2 24.5
9.2 6.1 15.3
26.2 13.8 40.0
4.6 3.0 7.6
32.3 30.7 63.0
13.8 12.3 26.1
9.2 12.3 21.5
23.0 24.6 47.6
20.0 6.1 26.1
3.1 1.5 4.6
36.9 32.3 69.2
21.6 27.6 49.2
29.2 18.4 47.6
3.0 1.6 4.6
27.6 20.0 47.6
9.2 3.1 12.3
12.3 — 12.3
24.6 29.2 53.8
21.5 21.5 43.0
21.2 26.1 47.3
16.9 27.6 44.5
12.3 23.0 35.3
26.1 33.8 59.9
10.7 15.4 26.1
38.4 43.0 81.4
18.4 26.1 44.5
7.6 32.3 39.9
32.0 33.8 65.8
23.0 21.3 44.3
6.9 15.3 22.2
36.9 49.2 86.1
30.7 35.4 66.1
29.2 35.3 64.5
6.1 15.3 21.4
29.2 32.3 61.5
13.8 12.3 26.1
13.3 13.8 26.1
27.6 40.0 67.6
23.0 33.8 56.8
Con.Exp. GAIN
7.4 13.8 21.2
4.6 15.4 20.0
3.1 16.9 20.0
— 19.9 19.9
6.1 12.4 18.5
6.1 12.3 18.4
4.6 13.8 18.4
-1.6 20.0 18.4
9.0 9.2 18.2
3.0 15.2 18.2
3.8 13.8 17.6
— 16.9 16.9
9.1 7.8 16.9
— 16.9 16.9
3.0 13.8 16.8
1.6 12.3 13.9
4.5 9.3 13.8
— 13.8 13.8
3.010.8 13.8
1.5 12.3 13.8
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TABLE X (continued)
Word Con. Exjo.
Pre-
test Con . Exp.
Ke^
test Con. Exp,. GAIN
61. scurried 40.0 27.6 67.6 41.5 38.4 79.9 1.5 10.8 12.3
62. trough 10.7 12.3 23.0 12.3 23.0 35.3 1.6 10.7 12.3
63. comfortable 23.1 16.9 40.0 24.6 27.6 52.2 1.5 10.7 12.2
64. scattered 33.8 23.1 56.9 30.7 38.4 69.1-3.2 15.4 12.2
65. garret 3.1 1.5 4.6 1.2 15.3 16.5-1.8 13.7 11.9
66. mischief 30.8 30.7 61.5 32.3 40.0 72.3 1.6 9.1 10.7
67. sly 10.7 4.6 15.3 12.3 12.3 24.6 1.6 7.7 9.3
68. boosted 32.3 24.6 56.9 29.2 36.9 66.1-2.9 12.1 9.2
69. poked 27.7 24.6 52.3 27.6 33.8 61.4 9.1 9.1
70. obliged 3.1 1.5 4.6 4.6 7.6 12.2 1.5 6.1 7.6
71. bundle 32.3 24.6 56.9 27.6 36.9 64.5-4.7 12.3 7.6
72. spread 35.4 33.8 69.2 30.7 46.1 76.8-4.6 12.2 7.6
73. deep 23.1 21.5 44.6 21.3 30.7 52.0-1.7 9.1 7.4
74. steeples 26.2 15.3 41.5 21.2 27.4 48.6-4.9 12.0 7.1
75. leaped 20.0 10.7 30.7 20.0 16.9 36.9 6.2 6.2
76. gathered 24.6 24.6 49.2 20.0 35.4 55.4-4.6 10.8 6.2
77. joined 13.8 16.9 30.7 13.8 23.0 36.8 6.1 6.1
78. bargain 10.7 3.1 13.8 7.6 12.3 19.9-3.2 9.3 6.1
79. crack 24.6 21.5 46.1 23.0 29.2 52.2-1.6 7.7 6.1
80. enormous 26.1 23.1 49.2 26.1 29.2 55.3 6.1 6.1
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TABLE X (continued)
Word Con.
81. stitch 35.3
82.neighboringl2.3
83. hedge 9.2
84. slender 6.1
85. prove 6.2
86 . straw 24.6
87. youngest 23.1
88. shallow 12.3
89. deceive 4.6
90. lane 6.1
91. timber 27.6
92. imitating 13.8
93. threshold 3.1
94. oinders —
>5. threshers 9.2
&6. tasting 44.6
97. sow 16.9
98. haycock 33.8
99. shears 29.2
100. dared 24.6
52
Exp.
f re-"'"
test Con,. Exp.
HK5=
test Con,, Exp. GAIN
26.2 61.5 30.7 36.9 67.6 -4.6 10.7 6.1
10.7 23.0 7.6 21.3 28.9 4.7 10.6 5.9
6.1 15.3 10.7 9.2 19.9 1.5 3.1 4.6
4.6 10.7 6.1 9.2 15.3 4.6 4.6
7.6 13.8 3.0 13.8 16.8 -3.2 6.2 3.0
12.3 36.9 20.0 20.0 40.0—4.6 7.7 3.1
18.4 41.5 23.0 21.3 44.3 2.8 2.8
6.1 18.4 12.3 7.6 19.9 1.5 1.5
6.1 10.7 1.2 10.7 11.9 -3.4 4.6 1.2
4.6 10.7 2.2 9.2 11.4 -4.9 4.6 .7
26.2 53.8 16.9 36.9 53.8-10.8 10.8
7.7 21.5 — 21.3 21.3-13.5 13.7 -.2
1.5 4.6 1.2 2.0 3.2 -1.9 .5 -1.4
7.6 7.6 1.2 4.6 5.8 1.2 -3.0 -1.8
6.1 15.3 3.0 7.6 10.6 -6.2 1.5 -4.7
36.9 81.5 33.8 40.0 73.8-10.8 3.1 -7.7
12.3 29.2 3.0 18.4 21.4-11.9 4.1 -7.8
29.2 63.0 23.0 32.1 55.1-10.8 2.9 —7.9
29.2 58.4 23.0 24.6 47.6 -5.2 -4.6 -9.8
18.4 43.0 3.0 29.2 32.2-21.6 10.8-10.8
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Classification and Analysis of Gains
Once more, responses fluctuated: this is apparent
in Table XIII, where the per cent of gain between the
pretest and the retest fell in the minus score. This drop
in accurate responses fell entirely in the Control Croup,
except in two words, where the Experimental Croup likewise
made a loss. These words are listed below and possible
causes are discussed.
Word
dared
shears
Pretest Sentence
He dared not jump into the
water.
Retest
Bob dared to jump
from the top step.
Pelle took a pair of shears Mother put the
and cut off the lamb's wool, shears on the
table so Baby
couldn't reach
them.
haycock
sow
He's under a haycock, fast
asleep.
It is fun to
slide down the
haycock.
Once there was an old sow We went to a farm
with three little pigs. and saw a sow and
her little ones.
tasting Who has been tasting my
porridge ?
What is Mary
tasting ?
imitating The wolf answered Grandma
imitating I.R.R.H*
timber They went to the wood to
build a house. The pig cut
down the timber.
I saw Barbara
imitating Mary.
We heard the wood-
cutters hewing the
timber.
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Probable Causes of Minus Grains
Analyzing the above minus per cent under total gains,
possibly several interpretations could account for this fact
and the reader is at liberty to draw his own conclusions.
The author wishes to interpret it briefly in the following
manner.
Dared
,
to the average child, is interpreted through
a negative form of expression. One hears children say,
"You don't dare do that!" and "He wouldn't dare." Or,
"Don't you dare-". The retest presented a positive side
and many answers were: "He didn't want to jump”, or "He was
afraid to Jump". This conclusion appears to be strengthened
by the fact that the severe drop was in the Control Group.
24.6
<f> knew it in the pre test, and in the retest , it was
known by only 3.0$. In the Experimental Group, there was
a decided gain, pretest minus 18.4$, and retest minus 29 .2$.
The interpretation of shears presented more of an
associational type of understanding. A pair of shears and
lamb's wool furnished a clue, while the retest merely con-
cerned an object that babies should not get. Ho outstanding
difference between the two groups was noticeable in this
case; each dropped in the same way.
Tasting
,
haycock
,
imitating
,
and cinders have a strong
associational connection in the pretext which could easily
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indicate the reason for a minus in the retest form. However,
these four words made a marked gain in the Experimental
Group. It should also be noted that the Experimental Group
responded most favorably to refining the concept of tasting
from "eating" which predominated in the Pretest, to "trying"
in the latest.
Pictures and ideas are always associated with Little
Boy Blue and the haycock , but an aotual experience of having
fun sliding down one might be extremely limited, which may
help to explain the increased inaoouraoies of the Control
Group.
Imitating received a negative per cent of accurate re-
sponses in the Control Group. Here understanding was void,
yet the Experimental Group made a gain of 14$ over the Pretest
Neither group responded favorably to cinders in the Re-
test; their experiences stopped with marshmallows toasted on
the stove, or in a bread toaster, yet Cinderella by the fire-
place, furnished a better clue for greater accuracy in the Pre-
test* However the per cent was very low each time*
The story of the Three Little Pigs furnished a definite
clue in the Pretest for the word sow , but the Retest present-
ed many possibilities of farm animal families. Here the Con-
trol Group made a serious drop- 16.9 $ in the Pretest to 3*0$
in Retest, while the Experimental Group gained from 12.3 $ to
18.4 &1° O
Timber made a gain of 10 $ in the Experimental Group
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between the two tests, yet the Control Group dropped 10 fo •
The words hacking and hewing, both included in this special
vocabulary, doubtless carried little meaning for the Control
Group, therefore, effecting the understanding of the word
timber* With the Experimental Group, these same two words
increased the meaning of timber ; hacking and hewing aare
found well at the head of gains made.
Lowest Per Cent of Retest Gains*
The list below presents the smallest per cent of im-
provement between the two tests* However, these are the to-
tal gains
,
and when separated into Control and Experimental
attainment s, an entirely different interpretation is needed*
In every word, except slender and hedge
,
the Experimental
Group showed definite gains* With the two exceptions, each
group made comparatively equal achievement.
Wo rd Total Gain Word Total Gain
lane .7 fo enormous 6.1 fo
deceive 1.2 fo crack 6.1 fa
shallow 1.5 fo joined 6.1 fo
younge st 2.8 fo gathered 6.2 fo
prove 3.0 fo steeples 7.1 $
straw 3.1 fo deep 7.4 fo
slender 4.6 fo obliged 7.6 %
hedge 4.6 $ spread 7.6 fo
neighboring 6.9 % bundle 7.6 fo
bargain 6.1 fo poked 9.1 fo
stitch 6.1 fo boasted 9.2 fo
sly 9.3 fo
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Gain of Experimental over Control
The outstanding Improvement in the Experimental Group can
be seen in Table XIII • This gives the per cent gained over
the attainment of the Control Group.
Words starred denote their position in arrangement ac-
cording to difficulty in the Pretest of total per cent of
gains* These were listed in "foe last 26 % ;Bough rated 26*1$
and the others fell below with hewing at the bottom 1*5 In
the Pretest, these same words rated even lower in the Experi-
mental Group* No aocurate responses were received for hewing
.
While bough was known by only 6*1 $ of the same group*
Word Gain over Control Group Word Gain over Control
Group
* hewing 38.4 % *araused 15.4 yr
* oak 24.6 % *dyed 15.4 fo
* meddled 23.1 i *brood 16.4 %
* fiddlers 21.6 fo boosted 15.2 %
staring 21.6
<f> *beast 14.1 $
loose 21.5 $ ^promptly 13.8 %
* goal 20.0 $ shed 13.8 $
gently 20.0 % ’•'clusters 13.8 $
* arranged 18.5 % ’•'decided 12.3 $
rapidly 17.2 $ ^mistress 12.3 %
mowers 16.9 $ customer 12.3 fo
spread 16.9 % ’’'information 12.3 $
tend 16.9 % *bough 12.2 $
enter 16.9 $ *abused 10.7 $
darted 16.8 fo ashore 10.7 $
hacking 16.8 %
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Summary of Gains- Experimental versus Control*
In summing up the results of the Retest with the Experi-
mental Group, it was found that three words dropped below the
Pretest score; that in seven of the words, slight gains were
made; and in these same words, the Control Group made either
a minus score or the same score as they made in the Pretest.
Only one word showed a slight gain in the latter group. The
remaining vocabulary showed a gain of better than 5°]o for each
correct response given by the Experimental Group.
The Control Group shows a rather different picture.
Analyzed in the light of Pretest vd. Retest
,
it is classified
in the following ways:
(1) Gains over 5$.
(2) Slight improvement.
(3) Ko gain.
The words with a minus score in the Retest have already
been discussed earlier in this chapter. The remaining words
will likewise be tabulated for the reader* s individual in-
terpretation. Fewer but somewhat similar errors were given
in the children's responses in the Retest.
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Control Group Gains on Retest
Cains oyer 5$ Slight Improvement No Gain
customer oomfortable gently
neighbor staring leaped
hacking mowers joined
chips bough shallow
arrived excited tend
rapidly meddled loose
foroe decided poked
brood abused enormous
clusters trough enter
information hedge youngest
plodded scurried promptly
instant wiggled slender
chatting stitch
snout mischief
spied perched
beast disappeared
chuckling ashore
oak recognize
traveling sly
shed goal
stretched cinders
joke amused
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Slight ImprovementGains over 5
$
darted
scoop
huge
edge
snug
arranged
dyed
weathercock
mistress
greedy
curious
astonished
sieve
60
marsh
ox
obliged
scampered
hacking
wallet
Total Test Scores
In the pretest scores, the Difference of the mean-
(8.68) favored the Control Group, (see Table XI). Table XII,
with retest soores, strongly favors the Experimental Group,
the Difference of the Mean being 13.87, which exceeds that
of the former group by 5.19. Table XIII, presenting the
total gain, shows the picture of the study in its final form.
Here, a Difference of the Mean is 19.4, with the Experimental
Group in the foreground.
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TABLE XI
PreteBt Scores
Eo Mean S .E
.
M
Diff.
M-M
S.E.
diff. C.R.
Control 32 38.56 3.38 8.68 4.74 1.83
Experimental 33 29.88 3.32
TABLE XII
Retest Scores
•
S.E. Biff. S.E. C. R.:
No. Mean M M -M diff.
: Control 32 42.78 3.08 13.87 5.28 2.63 !
: Experimental 33 56.65 4.29
TABLE XIII
Total Gain
Eo • Mean
S .E
.
M
Biff.
M-M
S.E.
diff. C.R.
Control 32 7.6 1.68 19.4 3.44 5.63
Experimental 33 27.0 3.03
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Chapter VI
Evaluation of Experiment
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Chapter VI
Evaluation of Experiment
This study had a two*»fold problem:
1. To find out types of responses children make
to the vocabulary found in children’s stories.
2. To determine the value of specific instruction,
using the same vocabulary.
Summary of Problem I.
In order to answer the first problem, it was necessary
to test children individually to record exact responses.
This was done through constructing a suitable test, covering
the special vocabulary stated in the problem. To determine
whether the meaning of a word was intensified through its
position in the story, the complete sentence was first given
orally by the tester. The next time, the sentence was short-
ened to a phrase with the special word remaining in its
original place. The word alone was repeated the third time,
and the response of the child recorded. To save confusion,
special verbal forms were used by the testers each time that
a word was presented. ( Do you know , story named--It says ,
sentence form— What does it mean
,
phrase—word given, means
what ). It required 25 to 30 minutes to give each test,
and this procedure covered about two weeks.
The material used for this testing program was chosen
from several recognized children’s collections. Stories,
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rhymes, and fables familiar to most young children composed
the final list of twenty-seven selections. These stories
were skimmed for words not found in the I.K.U. List. To
give a fairly even distribution and to avoid a cumbersome
vocabulary, four words were selected from each story and
fable, while only one word was used in each rhyme. A total
of 100 words made up the complete vocabulary.
A group of 65 sub-primary boys and girls from city
and town schools were given these tests. All these children
live in somewhat similar environments, and are located within
ten miles of each other. These children have many modern
advantages in both their homes and in their schools.
The 31 children in the city group have a C.A. mean
of 5-8, and an M.A. mean of 5-11.
The 34 children in the town group have a C.A. mean of
5-11 and an M.A. mean of 6-9.
fit is to be noted that the ages quoted above are based upon
March records, when the study ended).
At the end of the testing program, the following data
were gathered:
Word Knowledge fin each instance, the mean for the group
designated is given)
Word Knowledge Mean
Total Croups f 65 children) 32.4
City Group f 30 " ) 25.6
Town Group f 35 " ) 38.5
Boys f 31
)
30.26
Girls f 34) 34.91
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In studying the tests more carefully, it was found
that the responses classified themselves in this way:
1* Acourate word meanings.
2. Inaccurate responses due to :
a. Limited number of concepts
b. Refinement of conoepts
c. Poor auditory discrimination
d. Auditory similarity of word endings
e. Completely erroneous understanding
Statement of Evaluation
A testing program given early in the school year with
very young children is unpredictable; too many emotional
factors influence the result.
The Difference of the Mean in word knowledge. Girls
vs. Boys, was 4. 65- this difference is not great or highly
significant.
The Difference of the Mean, Town vs. City was 12.75-
higher mental ages in the Town Group could be a determining
factor in this difference.
The types of errors which really fell under two main
headings, narrow concepts and untrained auditory perceptlon-
show how definitely there is a need for wider experiences
to increase and intensify meaning, also to give special ear
training, to assure greater success in the beginning of
reading. This has been and still is, the concern of leading
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educators, the building of word power and vocabulary under-
standing- these problems remain pertinent and important in
all phases of learning on any level of child growth.
Problem II (restated)
To determine the value of specific instruction, using
the same vocabulary.
Summary of Problem II
Before values could be determined, a directed program
of study was necessary. For comparative purposes, at the
end of the period of instruction, the 65 sub-primary chil-
dren previously tested, were divided into Control and Ex-
perimental Groups, and the two schools had one of each group.
The Control Group consisted of thirty-one boys and girls,
while the Experimental Group had thirty-four boys and girls.
The bibliography of stories used in the preceding test,
arranged according to the month in which they were to be
read, was given to each teacher in the four groups. No other
suggestions were offered to the teachers of the Control
Groups, -their own interpretations were considered sufficient.
However, the teachers of the Experimental Groups were given
a great deal of direction. Added to the bibliography of
stories was the list of 100 words to be studied. The test
results were likewise offered for further interpretation
and study. Suggestions for a specific program of study
were given, to be used at the discretion of the individual
teacher,- not as a set pattern.
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This suggested program allowed for natural and indi-
vidual interpretation, guided by the teacher, through dram-
atization, drawing, play, and other forms of activities.
However, this was first preceded by the specific story.
Later, in retelling, and in reviewing it, the special vo-
cabulary was introduced and discussed, then specific forms
of study were followed. The teachers had to be alert and
never miss an opportunity to enlarge upon these words
through good motivation and useful activity.
This period of study, which averaged fifteen minutes
each day, four days a week, lasted for four months. During
that time, the following forms of activities centered a-
round this word list: dramatization—creative drawing
—
experiences (walks, making labels, following directions,
cooking, constructing, bringing in materials to identify
words)—pictures—games.
Value of this study still could not be estimated
until the sixty-five children were retested and results
determined in their respective groups. First, a new test
was devised, the same words were put into new sentences
which would stimulate ideas, but not furnish clues.
The retesting program proceeded in the same pattern
as did the initial test. This procedure moved smoothly,
therefore, less time was needed. The children in the
Experimental Group supplied a response as soon as the
special word was used in the sentence; they seldom had to
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wait for it to be repeated a third time; however, this did
not assure one hundred per cent accuracy because new settings
were presented. The test results were finally tabulated,
and the following data were seoured:
In the Control Croup, the mean on the retest was
42.78, and in the Experimental Croup, 56.65.
The mean for the total gain. Control Group, 7.6 -
Experimental Group, 27.0, the difference of the mean, 19.4.
As a result of the study program, with the Ex-
perimental Croup, gains were made in 98 of the 100 words,
while the Control Group made gains in a little better than
half of the same vocabulary.
The Experimental Croup’s greatest gain in one
word was 38.5$, and in only two instances .were there minus
per cent scores.
The Control Group's greatest gain was 21.6$ and
in better than a quarter of the words, a minus per cent is
apparent
.
The types of errors made were more difficult to
identify in the retest. From studying the results, it ap-
peared to be caused by unfamiliarity of sentences. Here no
stories furnished added clues.
Conclusions
Although the children in the Experimental Group
started with a mean of 29.88 in the pretest, which was a
difference of 8.68 compared with the Control Group, in the
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reteat, the mean exceeded in a difference of 26.77, almost
doubling the mean of the initial test.
This significant fact cannot be determined by
the experimental group having higher ages; the difference of
the mean was 0-2, both chronologically and mentally.
Differences based on environmental influences
were too slight to be determining factors; if this had been
apparent, greater evidences would have resulted in higher
scores in the pretest.
It does show that most ohildren with average
intelligence are receptive to correct forms of instruction,
which include wider experience, keener observation, and
greater consideration of future needs, yet geared to their
level of ability.
As a result of this study, it is apparent that
childrens stories and rhymes can increase the child's
understanding vocabulary and enlarge concepts. More de-
sirable patterns of speech may also be assured.
Further Recommendations
To make this a truly "functional" oral vocabulary,
an extended period of study would be necessary.
To evaluate the amount of vocabulary retention
received, a third test presented early in the following
school year should produce significant results.
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27 SELECTED STORIES , RHYMES AND FABLES
Individual Test for Meaningful Ideas, Given to 5 and 6-Year-Olds
Pretest (oral)
DO YOU KNOW THE STORY ABOUT-
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
IT SAYS- WHAT DOES IT MEAN ? MEANS WHAT
1. Goldilocks had no - to enter the house enter
business to enter the
house.
2. She saw a great,
huge bed*
a huge bed huge
3* Who has been tasting
my porridge ?
-tasting my porridge tasting
4* G.-was sorry she had - meddled with their meddled
meddled with their things. tilings
•
Peter Rabbit
5. Run along, my dears, -get into mischief mischief
and don't get into mischief .
6. Peter shed hig tears. -shed tears. shed
7. Mr.McG.-came up with -came with a sieve sieve
a sieve.
8. He saw a cat staring - a cat staring at staring
at some goldfish. the goTcTfishT
Wee Robin's Christmas Day
9. Wee Robin did not like - the greedy hawk greedy
the greedy hawk.
10. He saw a sly old fox. - a sly fox sly
,
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DO YOU K270W THE STORY ABOUT -
Wee Robin's Christmas Day
It says- What does it mean? Means what?
11 He spread his wings
and flew away
-he spread his
wings
spread
12. Then he perched on
a branch*
-he perohed on
a branch
perched
Baa, Baa, Black Sheep
13* And one for the little
boy that lives in the lane
-lives in a lane
•
lane
The Lion and the Mouse
14* The lion stretched
out his huge paw.
-stretched out his stretched
15. The mouse quickly
scampered away.
-scampered away scampered
16, The lion could not
get loose.
-couldn't get
loose
loose
17. The mouse set the
beast free.
-set the beast beast
The Gingerbread Man
18. L.G.B. came to a
barn where threshers were.
-barn where threshers
were
threshers
19. He ran till he came
to a field of mowers.
- a field of mowers mowers
20. He dared not jump
into the water.
- dared not jump dared
21. The fox jumped
ashore
- jumped ashore ashore
The Elves and the Shoemaker
22. The Sh-. cut out the
shoes ready to stitch.
- ready to stitch stitch
23. The first customer
that came in :
- customer came in customer
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DO YOU KUOW THE STORY ABOUT
The Elves and the Shoemaker
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAN? MEANS WHAT?;
24. The Sh-.and his wife
were chatting together.
- chatting together chatting
25. Promptly at midnight
they came in.
- promptly at midnight promptly
The Hare and the Tortoise
26. The Hare said," I can
reach the goal first.
- reach the goal first goal
27. So they decided on a
starting place.
- they decided decided
28. The Hare darted out of
sight.
- darted out of sight darted
29. The Tortoise plodded
on and on.
- plodded on and on plodded
Little Half-Chick
30. The hen f s nest was snug
and well-sheltered.
- the nest was snug snug
31. She raised a brood of
small chicks
- a brood of chicks brood
32. Half-Chick flew over
roofs and steeples.
- by steeples steeples
33. He found he was nothing - a weathercock weathercock
more than a weathercock.
Old King Cole
34. He called for his
fiddlers three.
- his fiddlers fiddlers
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DO YOU KUOW THE STORY ABOUT
Little Red Riding Hood
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAN? MEAHS WHAT?
35* The wolf answered Or-,
imitating L.R.RJts voice
- imitating her
voice
imitating
36* He leaped onto the
poor old woman.
— he leaped leaped
37. L.R.R.H. waB very
much astonished to see
how Grandma looked.
- she was very
much astonished
astonished
38. L.R.R.H. amused
herself stopping to
gather nuts.
- L.R.R.H. amused
herself
amused
Boots and his Brothers
39. A man had three sons;
Peter, Paul, and Boots.
Boots was the youngest.
- he was the youngest youngest
40* Against the King's
windows a great oak had
sprung up.
- a great oak had
sprung up
oak
41. What do you think
Boots saw? An axe
hacking and hewing
ali;of itsel'fT
« axe stood
hacking and hewing
hacking
hewing
42. (repeat for each ward)
43. The he put the walnut
into his wallet.
-into his wallet wallet
The Pox and the Stork
44. The Stork could not
reach her slender hill
into the Jar.
-her slender bill slender
45. Mr. Pox thought to play - to play a joke joke
a joke on Miss Stork.
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DO YOU KNOW THE STOHY ABOUT
The Pox and the Stork
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAN MEANS WHAT
46.He gave her soup -a
in a very shallow dish.
shallow dish shallow
47. The fox could not get - his thick snout
his thick snout into the
Jar.
snout
Pelle* s New Suit
48. Pelle took a pair of -a
shears and cut off the
lamb* 8 wool.
pair of shears shears
49. Grandmother said, "Will -tend my cows
you tend my cows?"
tend
50. Pelle went to a neighbor
who was a painter.
-went to a neighbor neighbor
51. He dyed his wool him-
self until it was blue.
- dyed his wool dyed
The Three Little Pigs
52. Once there was an old sew
with three little pigs.
- a sow sow
53. The first pig met a
man with a bundle of straw.
- a bundle of straw bundle
54. -(repeat for each word) straw
55. I know where there is a
nice apple tree, if you won't
deceive me, I' 11 come for you
at five o'clock.
-if you won't
deceive me
decei ve
56. The pig put the cover on
the pot in an instant.
-put the cover on
in an instant.
instant
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DO YOU KUOW THE STORY ABOUT
Angus and the Ducks
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAN
57* Angus was curious about - he was curious
things out-of-doors.
58. H© ran until he came to - a green hedge
a large green hedge .
59. Angus scurried up the - scurried up the
path. path.
60. The duoks stopped by a - a watering trough
watering trough .
MEANS WHAT?
curious
hedge
scurried
trough
61
.
He's under a
haycock
,
fasljlaaleep,
Little Boy Blue
-under the hayco ck
The Jack-0-Lantern
62. One day in autumn
clusters of bittersweet
berries showed orange
along the wayside.
63. Peter spied the ears
of a rabbit sticking up.
64. Another pumpkin t they
boosted into the wagon.
-clusters of berries
haycock
clusters
- spied the ears of
a rabbit.
- boosted into the
wagon
65. The big white seeds lay - seeds lay scattered
scattered over the ground. over the ground.
spied
boosted
scattered
66. Cinderella sat by the
fire raking cinders .
67. She slept on a bundle
of straw in the garret .
68. The sisters did not
recognize C- at the ball.
Cinderella
-raking cinders cinders
- in the garret garret
-did not recognize recognize
Cinderella.
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DO YOU KNOW THE STOKY ABOUT
Cinderella
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAN MEANS WHAT?
69* The Prince saw -the Princess had disappeared
that the Princess had disappeared
disappeared .
70. He asked everyone for - asked for information info rmation
information about the
Princess.
Hush-a-Bye Baby
1
When the bough bends -the bough bends bough
the cradle will fall.
A Visit to the Farm.
72.
There was one enormous -an enormous pig enormous
fat pig with three piggies.
73. The nests were arranged -
like boxes.
74. The bunnies sat still
and wiggled their noses.
75. Whenever a hen laid an -
egg, she got very excited .
were arranged like arranged
boxes.
wiggled their noses wiggled
the hen got very excited
excited
The Wind and the Sun
6
"I know how we can - we can prove which prove
prove which one is the one is the stronger,
stronger, "said the sun.
77. The harder the wind -to force the man to force
tried to force the man to to take off his coat,
take off his coat, the more
he wrapped it around him.
78. Then the sun oame gently - the sun came gently gently
out from behind the cloud. out
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DO YOU KTJOW THE STORY ABOUT
The Sheep and the Pig That Built the House
IT SAYS WHAT DOES IT MEAU MEANS WHAT ?
79. The Sheep left -went to the neighboring neighboring
his pen and went to a farm
neighboring farm.
80. "Do you know why - make you comfortable comfortable
they feed you and make
you so eomfortable ,
"
said the sheep.
81. The goose asked, -how far are you traveling
"How far are you traveling?" traveling ?
82.
They went to the wood -cut down timber timber
to build a house. The pig
cut down some timber.
A Halloween Story-The Bumpkin and the Black Kitten .
83* The farmer had gathered -
all his pumpkins.
84. Off they started, the
big orange pumpkin chuck-
ling to himself as he went.
85. "Just scoop out some of -
my seeds," said the pumpkin.
86. In the yard was a little-
boy picking up chips.
had gathered
pumpkins
the gathered
chuckling to
self
him- chuckling
scoop out my seeds scoop
picking up chips chips
The Little Rabbit Who Wanted Wings
87. L.R. saw a bird sitting
on the edge of the Wishing
Pond.
88. L.R. came to the
Puddle Duck’ s nest
by the marsh .
89. She poked her head up
out of the nest.
90. Bushy Tail opened the
door a crack.
- sitting on the edge sitting
edge
- by the marsh marsh
-she poked her head up poked
-opened his door a crack
crack.
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DO YOU KNOW THE STORY ABOUT
The Travels of a Pox
IT SAYS
91* The fox said to
the mistress of the
house*
WHAT DOES IT MEAN
-mistress of the house
92. The pig jumped out - and the ox gored him
and the ox gored him.
93. The little hoy
joined the other
ohi1Aren.
94. The Pox traveled
deep into the woods.
- traveled de ep into
the woods.
The Wonderful Pot
95.
When the woman found -she abused him
out that the three-legged
pot had been paid for the cow,
she scolded and abused him.
MEANS WHAT ?
mistress
ox
- joined the children. joined
deep
abused
96. The wife asked, T,Did you
make a good bargain at the
market ?"
97. They were very poor and
had been obliged to sell
nearly everything.
98. The pot stood on the
threshold of the open door.
99. It carried the man
rapidly down the road.
100. When it arrived at
the barn, it stopped.
to make a good bargain
bargain
-had been obliged obliged
to sell everything.
- on the threshold threshold
of the open door.
- rapidly down the rapidly
road
- arrived at the barn arrived
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Individual Record of Test
Eame School Date
Story Known Word Meaning No Response
Goldilocks enter
huge
tasting
meddled
Peter Rabbit mischief
shed
sieve
staring
Wee Robin’s greedy
Christmas Ray sly
spread
perched
Baa tBaa,Black lane
Sheep
Lion and the stretched
Mouse scampered
loose
beast
Gingerbread Man threshers
mowers
dared
asho re
Elves and the stitch
Shoemaker customer
chatting
promptly
Hare and the goal
Tortoise decided
darted
plodded
Little Half-Chick snug
brood
steeples
weather-
cock
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Story Known
Old King Cole
Little Red
Riding Hood
Boots and his
Brothers
Word Meaning
fiddlers
imitating
leaped
astonished
amused
youngest
oak
hacking
hewing
wallet
The Pox and the slender
Starcrk joke
shallow
snout
Pellet New Suit shears
tend
neighbor
dyed
The Three Little sow
Pigs bundle
straw
deceive
instant
Angus and the curious
Buckd hedge
scurried
trough
Little Boy Blue haycock
Ho Response
The Jack-o-Lantem clusters
_
spied
_
boosted
scattered ]
Cinderella cinders
garret
recognize
disappeared^
information
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Story Known Word Mean ing No Response
Hush-a-bye bough
Baby
A Visit to the eno rmous
Farm arranged
wiggled
excited
The Wind and prove
the Sun force
gently
The Sheep and neighboring
the Pig That
Built the House
comfortable
traveling
timber
A Hallowe 1 en gathered
Story-The chuckling
Pumpkin and scoop
the Kitten chips
The Little edge
Rabbit Who marsh
Wanted Red Wings poked
crack
Travels of a mistress
Fox ox
joined
deep
The Wonderful abused
Pot bargain
obliged
threshold
rapidly
arrived
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RETEST FORM
It say3 What does It mean?
1.
Puppies are playful, -to get into mischief
they often get into
mischief .
2.
What is Mary tasting? -what is she tasting?
3.
Mother can not find -not find the sieve
the sieve.
4.
The scouts found -found something huge
something huge in the
woods.
5.
You must not be greedy-must not be greedy
at a party
6.1 can not enter that
room; it is ool& and
dark.
7.
The sly cat caught
the mouse.
8.
Baby meddled with
Jane's book and tore
the page.
9
.
Mother spread the
cloth on the table.
10
.
Haney shed tears
because she lost her
doll.
-can not enter that
room
-the sly cat
-meddled with her book
-she spread the cloth
-she shed tears
11. I saw a robin -perched on the fence
perched on the fence.
12 The kitten - scampered after the
scampered after the ball. ball
13.
John saw a big beast -he saw a big beast
in the fields.
A
-he dared to Jump
Means what ?
mischief
tasting
sieve
huge
greedy
enter
sly
meddled
spread
shed
perched
scampered
beast
dared14.3ob dared to Jump
from the top step.
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What do 68 it mean? Means what?It says -
15* The mowers finish- -the mowers work
ed their work and went
home*
16* The boy stretched -he stretched out
out on the load ofTiay
17* Our school is near -near a lane
a lane *
18* The tiger is in a -not get loose
cage so he can not get
loose.
19* I saw a customer in -a customer in the
the drug store* drug store
20* The game was fun: - reached the goal
Sammie reached the goal
first*
21* After the boat was - came ashore
landed, many people came
ashore*
22. Mrs.Brown likes
chatting with her
neighbor *
23.
24. Always do your
work promptly.
-chatting with her
- neighbor
-chatting with her
neighbor
- do your work promptly
25. Girls like to stitch - to stitch clothes
clothes for their dolls
7
26. I saw many fiddlers -fiddlers at the dance
at the dance.
27. The mouse darted out- he darted out
of the kitchen closet.
28. Betty’s kitten was -was snug in the bed
snug in the doll’s bed.
mowers
stretched
lane
loose
customer
goal
/
ashore
chatting
neighbor
promptly
stitch
fiddlers
darted
snug
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It says - What does it mean? Means What?
29. I heard the clock the
strike from the steeple.
church steeple steeple
30. I saw Mary imitating -
Barbara.
imitating Mary imitating
31. The man was tired but -
he plodded on and on.
he plodded on plodded
32. Mr. Smith has a
weathercock on his barn.
a weathercock on his
barn
weathercock
33. The black puppy amused
himself while Henry was at
school.
- amused himself amused
34. Mrs. Brown had four chil
dren: Mary was the youngest.
-
-was the youngest youngest
35. Mother Hen kept her brood- Mother Hen's brood
in the bam.
brood
36. Harry was astonished
to see an elephant at his
house.
-he was astonished astonished
37. The monkey leaped from
bough to bough.
38.
-the monkey leaped
-from bough to bough
leaped
bough
39. That dish is too shallow
for the goldfish.
- is too shallow shallow
40. Which oak did they
cut down ?
-which oak did they
cut down ?
oak
41. The pig hit his snout
against the pen.
- hit his snout snout
42. Donna's father played
a ^oke on the family.
- played a joke joke
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It says What does It mean ? Means what ?
43. Tend the baby
while I gather the
clothes.
tend the baby tend
44. gather the clothes gather
45. You will find the
knife in David's wallet.
in his wallet wallet
46. Animal trainers use
slender sticks.
- slender sticks slender
47. The baby was staring
at the red ball.
- staring at the ball staring
48 .We heard the wood-
cutters hacking and
hewing the timber.
-what is timber timber
hewing the timber hewing
49. - the woodcutters
50. - hacking timber hacking
51. The neighboring - the neighboring neighboring
farmer uses straw
for the animals' beds.
farmer
52. -straw for the animals
beds
' straw
53. Put the pigs' dinner
in their trough.
- the pigs' trough trough
54. Mother dyed Gladys'
coat blue.
- dyed the coat blue dyed
55. Our neighbor has a - a hedge around his hedge
hedge around his house
in place of a fence.
house
56. We went to a farm and - a sow and her little sow
saw a sow and her little ones. ones.
57. The bundle I carried - the bundle I carried bundle
for Mary was heavy
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It says
58. Come away from the
fire this instant .
59. At Christmas time,
we are always curious
about packages.
60. It is fun to slide
down the haycock .
What does it mean ?
- this instant
- we are curious
- slide down the
haycock
Means what?
instant
curious
haycock
61. The mouse scurried - scurried out of sight scurried
out of sight when he saw
the cat.
62. Good people do not - deceive their friends deceive
deceive their friends.
63. Mary found a large - cluster of berries cluster
cluster of berries in
the blueberry patch.
64. I did not recognize - I did not recognize her recognize
Helen in her new coat
and hat.
65. We were all excited - we were all excited excited
about the circus we were
going to on Monday.
66.
We can toast marshmallows -in the hot cinders cinders
in the hot cinders.
67.
Baby is so small - he had to boost her
Frank had to boost her
into the wheelbarrow.
68. We knew the dogs - their tails wiggled
were friendly , their
tails wiggled so fast.
69. From behind the tree, - spied a deer
I spied a deer standing
very near Jack.
70. Children can scatter
their toys when they play
in a garret .
- scatter their toys
boost
wiggled
spied
scatter
garretin a garret
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It says What does it mean ? Means what ?
73. Father asked the
policeman for information
about the parade.
-asked for
info rmation
information
74. Arrange the chfcirs
around the table.
- arrange the chairs arrange
75. I left my lunch on
the shelf, but it
disappeared.
- it disappeared disappeared
76. The door is locked,
but I will force it open.
- force it open force
77. Cats always look
comfortable on sofa
pillows.
- look comfortable comfortable
78. Mother and Father
decided to travel by
train.
- they decided to decided
79. - to travel by train travel
80. Your voice is very
loud,prove you can speak
gently.
- speak gently gently
81. - prove you can prove
82. The baby birds poked
their heads over the
edge of the nest.
- poked their heads poked
.
to00
- the edge of the nest edge
84. Jane and Dick liked
the beach; they could make
big holes by scooping out
the sand.
- scooping out the sand scooping
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It say3
85* I found the
pussywillows by
the marsh.
86. We have a new
friend; Mary joined
our class today.
That does it mean ?
- by the marsh
- joined our class
Means what ?
marsh
joined
87. I rang the bell
and the mistress opened
the door a crack to see
what I wanted.
- mistress opened the
door
-she opened the door
mistress
.
COCO
- a crack crack
89. The ox hauled a - the ox hauled the load ox
very heavy load of
timber.
90. The hunter saw a
bear deep in the woods.
- deep in the woods deep
91. All the children were - they were chuckling chuckling
chuckling over Helen's
story.
92. Mother sent Harry after - chips to start
ohips to start the fire. the fire
93. The dog ran rapidly
out of the house after the
boy had abused him.
94.
- ran rapidly
-the boy had
abused him.
95. Mary was very ill, - was obliged to
so I was obliged to send
for Dr. Black.
96. He arrived at three - he arrived
o ' ClOCkI
chips
rapidly
abused
obliged
arrived
97. I have Just made a good - made a good bargain bargain
bargain with my neighbor- a
dozen eggs for a pound of
butter.
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It says What does it mean? Means what?
98. Little Sally
fell over the
threshold, but she
didn't cry.
- fell over the
threshold
threshold
99. Mother put the
shears on the table,
so haby couldn't reach
them.
- put the shears on
the table.
shears
100. The farmer hired
six threshers to help
him with his wheat.
- he hired threshers threshers
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Individual Test Record
Name Group
Word Response
1. mischief 26.
2. tasting 27.
3. sieve 28.
4. huge 29.
5. greedy 30.
6. enter 31.
7. sly 32.
8. meddled 33.
9. spread 34.
10. shed 35.
11. perched 36.
12. scampered 37.
13. beast 38.
14. dared 39.
15. mowers 40.
16. stretched 41.
17. lane 42.
18. loose 43.
19. customer 44.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
goal 45.
ashore
46;
47.
48.
49.
50.
chatting
neighbor
promptly
stitch
91
Date
Word Response
fiddlers
darted
snug
steeple
imitating
plodded
weathercock
amused
youngest
brood
astonished
leaped
bough
shallow
oak
snout
joke
tend
gather
wallet
slender
staring
timber
hewing
hacking
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Word Response Word51.
neighboring
52. straw 77.
53. trough 78.
54. dyed 79.
55. hedge BO-
SS. sow 81.
57. bundle 82.
58. instant 83.
59. curious 84.
60. haycock 85.
61. scurried 86.
62. deceive 87.
63. cluster
____________
®8#
64. recognize 89.
65* excited 90.
66. excited
____________
91.
67. boost 92.
68. wiggled 93.
69. spied
__________
94.
70. scatter 95.
71. garrett 96.
72. enormous 97.
73. information 98.
74. arrange 99.
75. disappeared
force
comfo rtable
decided
travel
gently
prove
poked
edge
scooping
marsh
Joined
mistress
crack
ox
deep
chuckling
chips
rapidly
abused
obliged
arrived
bargain
threshold
shears
100 . thre shers
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